In this paper we consider two problems regarding the scheduling of available personnel in order to perform a given quantity of work, which can be arbitrarily decomposed into a sequence of activities. We are interested in schedules which minimize the overall dissatisfaction, where each employee's dissatisfaction is modeled as a time-dependent linear function. For the two situations considered we provide a detailed mathematical analysis, as well as efficient algorithms for determining optimal schedules.
Introduction
Personnel scheduling problems are very important in many activity domains and efficient scheduling techniques are being sought increasingly often. Common scheduling objectives are: maximizing productivity, minimizing losses, maximizing profit and others. In this paper we consider two problems regarding the scheduling of employees, in order to perform a given quantity of work which can be arbitrarily decomposed into a sequence of activities. The objective is to determine a time schedule of the activities and an assignment of employees to the activities which minimizes the overall dissatisfaction, subject to several types of constraints. The dissatisfaction of each employee is modeled as a timedependent linear function. We present a detailed mathematical analysis of the problems, as well as efficient algorithms for determining optimal schedules. Our results are significant both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we present the two personnel scheduling problems we mentioned, together with complete analysis and algorithms. In Section 4 we discuss related work and in Section 5 we conclude.
Minimum Dissatisfaction Scheduling with Personnel Ordering Restrictions
An economic agent has N employees, numbered with natural numbers from 1 to N, which have to perform some quantity of work. The overall quantity of work can be divided into any number of activities, which can be performed sequentially. Each activity i can be realized in negligible time (zero time), thus its only parameter of interest will be the moment when the activity is scheduled ta i . Let's consider that the quantity of work has been divided into k activities, scheduled at times 0≤ta 1 <ta 2 <…< ta k . The dissatisfaction of each employee j is a timedependent linear function, ds(j,t)=w j ·|t-te j |, where w j is the "weight" of employee j and te j is the time moment when the employee j is the most willing (satisfied) to perform an activity (the optimal employee time). By |X| we denote the absolute value of X. Assuming that employee j has been assigned to activity a(j), the overall dissatisfaction will be ) , (
We are interested in minimizing the overall dissatisfaction. In order to do this, we can choose the total number of activities, the time moments when these activities are scheduled and the assignment of employees to activities. The only constraint we need to consider is that, if u and v are two employees such that 1≤u<v≤N, we must have a(u)≤a(v). This means that employee u cannot be assigned to an activity taking place after the activity to which employee v is assigned. Thus, the ordering of the employees must correspond to the chronological ordering of the activities to which they are assigned: a(1)≤a(2)≤…≤ a(N) (ta a(1) ≤ta a(2) ≤…≤ta a(N) ). We will first provide a dynamic programming algorithm for computing an optimal schedule when the maximum value of the time moments te j (T max ) is not too large and all the time moments are integer. We will compute a table D min [i,t] =the minimum overall dissatisfaction of the employees i, i+1, …, N, if they are assigned to activities scheduled at time moments t'≥t :
In the first case, no activity is scheduled at time t, thus we will use the value D min [i,t+1] . In the second case, we schedule an activity at time t and assign the employee i to it. The employees i+1, …, N can be assigned to the same activity or to a subsequent one, thus we will consider the value D min [i+1,t]+ds(i,t). The value of t is between 0 and T max and the time complexity of the algorithm is O(N· T max ). The minimum overall dissatisfaction is found at D min [1, 0] . The schedule can be easily computed from the table D min , by tracing back the way the values of the table were computed. We will now present a greedy algorithm which does not require the time moments te j to be "small". At first, we will consider that we have only one activity, scheduled at time 0 and all the employees are assigned to this activity.
Then, we will iteratively improve this solution by adding extra activities or by delaying the existing ones and reassigning the employees to these activities. We will maintain an array tasgn, where tasgn [i] is the moment when the activity to which employee is assigned is scheduled (initially, tasgn[i]=0, 1≤i≤N). If at some step of the algorithm, an employee i is assigned to an activity scheduled at time t, it will be possible to reassign this employee to an activity scheduled at a time moment t'>t (but not at a time moment t'<t). We will maintain an array dinc, where dinc [j] 
Thus, incsum[j] is the sum of the increases of dissatisfaction of the employees j, j+1, …, N. We will select the minimum value of the array incsum: let this value be incsum [p] . If incsum[p]≥0, then the algorithm will stop. If incsum[p]<0, then, by assigning all the employees p, p+1, …, N to a an activity scheduled later than their current activity, the overall dissatisfaction will decrease. We will find the largest negative value T shift from the set {tasgn[q]-te q | p≤q≤N }, i.e. that value which is closest to 0. Then, we will increase all the values tasgn[q] (p≤q≤N) by |T shift |. After doing this, we will recompute the arrays dinc and incsum and perform another iteration. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given below: GreedyPersonnelScheduling:
Step 
Step 9. return D The algorithm above can be easily implemented in time O(N 2 ). We will now explain how its time complexity can be reduced to O (N·log(N) ). For this, we will use the segment tree data structure and, in particular, the segment tree framework introduced in [1] . We will maintain three segment trees, as showed in the pseudocode below: GreedyPersonnelScheduling-O(N·logN): The functions STrangeUpdate and STrangeQuery are part of the segment tree framework defined in [1] . The algorithm works as follows: we find the minimum value of the array incsum (vmin) and the position of the minimum value (pozmin) using the segment tree st_iaux. If vmin≥0, then the execution ends. Afterwards, we find the largest non-positive value T shift in the array tasgn_aux, together with its position pozshift, using the segment tree st_taux. 
≤tasgn[i]) then dinc[i]=w i else dinc[i]=-w i incsum[N]=dinc[N] for i=N-1 downto 1 do incsum[i]=dinc[i]+incsum[i-1] // compute two auxiliary arrays: incsum_aux and tasgn_aux for i=1 to N do incsum_aux[i]=(incsum[i], i) if (dinc[i]≥0) then tasgn_aux[i]=(-∞, i) else tasgn_aux[i]=(tasgn[i]-te i , i) st_iaux = the segment tree for the array incsum_aux, with update function uFunc=plus_poz and query function qFunc=min_poz st_taux = the segment tree for the array tasgn_aux, with update function uFunc=plus_poz and query function qFunc=max_poz

Minimum Dissatisfaction Scheduling with Increasing Optimal Employee Times
This situation is similar to the previous one, except that the optimal employee times te 1 , te 2 , …, te N are sorted in increasing order, i.e. te 1 ≤te 2 ≤…≤te N . There are also other restrictions: the number of activities is fixed to a given value k and they can be scheduled only at time moments equal to optimal employee time moments. Furthermore, any two activities must be scheduled at different time moments. We will enhance the model by considering the dissatisfaction of the employer in the following way: if an activity is scheduled at time moment te j , then the employer's dissatisfaction will be de j ≥0. The objective is to minimize the overall dissatisfaction (the dissatisfaction of the employees plus the dissatisfaction of the employer). We will solve this problem by dynamic programming. 
